Indeed, the "tom-tom" could usher in a Zulu "Engonyama" chorus, which in turn could lead to the Medicine Man's "magic words" in Lakota. v Likewise, the Scouts' ritual paraphernalia, such as their "totems", "headdress" and "campfire-blankets" (Figure 1a ) -"made to look as Red Indianish as possible" -indicate Native American influences, vi but their "Killi-Killi dance" is supposedly "in Zulu fashion". Third, as Singapore and Malayan Scout troops were racially mixed, the drama above would have been planned and acted out by Malay, Chinese, Indian (Tamils, Sikhs and others) as well as Eurasian and possibly European (or British) participants. Indeed, both Woodford and Scharenguivel were Eurasians. Fellow Scoutmaster
Michael Chong (Yellow Beaver), who illustrated Woodford's articles on the Ceremony (Figures 2a, 2b, 2c) , was Chinese, and the first eight self-styled "Purdy Redskins", who enacted the scene above, consisted of at least one Malay and seven Chinese Scouts.
vii Similarly, the audience would have numbered Scouts of different ethnic and religious communities. In Figure 1b , we see an individual (second from left) wearing a long white Baju Melayu (trans.:
[male] Malay shirt). His choice of dress suggests he was Malay. Next, the person standing behind the Scout clutching his Scout hat and draped in his "campfire blanket"
(third from left) is wearing a turban, which indicates he was probably Sikh. Fourth, the "Purdy Redskins'" level of investment in their activity suggests that this was serious "play"-
acting. Detailed instructions (Figures 2a, 2b, 2c) on the Ceremony appeared in Scouting in
Malaya over the span of seven months (January -July 1941), even as tensions in the colony mounted over impending war (1942) . Each article ("Totems", "Campfire Blankets", "Headdress") carefully denoted the wearer's Scout rank, as "only First Class Scouts could wear a headdress." An additional feather in one's headgear marked one as a King's Scout while a coloured thread (or "Whisker") indicated the badges/honours that one had won.
viii Taken altogether, how can we make sense of this curious situation where (colonised) Malayan youths of different ethnicities were play-acting at being (other) imagined colonised peoples alongside Eurasian/European Scouts, all within a decidedly imperial-sanctioned context such as colonial Scouting in Malaya in the pre-World War II era, guided by British-distilled impressions of "native culture(s)" and "primitive" or "tribal" forms of masculinities? Colonial Scouting in British Malaya functioned simultaneously as a vehicle and a product of multiple cultural exchanges of models of masculinities drawn from both British/English examples (e.g. Peter Pan/Robin Hood/Captain John Smith) and non-English, but "Anglicised" models of "martial tribes" or "primitive cultures" (e.g. Zulu) within the framework of empire. However, in the time period that this essay analyses (1910 -1942) , some of these models of masculinities were not easily accessible or freely available to indigenous Scouts. As I will argue in this paper, colonial Scouting in Malaya introduced, but idealised masculinities could be performed and embodied. If and when camping was permitted in Malaya's "jungle conditions", they often took place in buildings or permanent sites with "modern" facilities -much to the disappointment of urbanised local Scouts, who dreamt of "roughing it out". More generally, and perhaps quite paradoxically at first glance for a British colonial institution in Malaya, white Scoutmasters also frowned upon the "Anglicisation" of indigenous Scouts -even though indigenous Scouts desired or wished to emulate "English" forms of masculinities by being Scouts. To understand these colonial attitudes and resistance to "Anglicisation" in Malayan Scouting, I will frame our discussion in the broader context of colonial education in British Malaya in the pre-World War II period.
Literary scholars Philip Holden, Eddie Tay and Adeline Koh, amongst others, have noted how
British officials such as Sir Hugh Clifford (Chief Scout of Malaya, 1927 Malaya, -1930 perceived
Malay masculinity and the incompatibility of "Anglicisation" upon the Malay subject through the trope, "running amok". ix In this paper, I wish to extend their analysis to indigenous Malayan Scouts (who were, for the most part, Anglophones) who occupied the ambivalent position of "mimic men (or boys)" in the sense that they were "almost, but not quite/white". (1942 -1945) . In my discussion on colonial Scouting as a vehicle and product of cultural transmissions in this specific period (1910 -1942) of colonialism in British Malaya, I will also argue for a more nuanced analysis of localised examples of Malayan responses, appropriations and negotiations of colonial conceptions of native cultures and masculinities introduced though the Movement. I will briefly examine the play-acting (specifically, "Indian-play" and its localised manifestation/equivalent which I will call "playing Sakai") of indigenous Malayan Scouts as an example of these colonial-colonised negotiations. As the "Purdy Redskins'" culturally-hybridised play-acting/"Indian play" in our 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 convention of referring to some of the historical actors in this essay along the lines of the "CMIO quadratomy" ("Chinese", "Malay", "Indian" and "Others (European/Eurasians)"). The English schools were by definition prestigious, "elitist" and were ethnically mixed, xxvi but "mainly benefiting the Chinese, a smaller number of Indians and only a fraction of Malays". xxvii As historian C.M. Turnbull has explained, the impact of British policies in education was "socially divisive, separating the English-educated from those taught in the vernacular, widening the gap between the different communities except at the highest level, accentuating racial, cultural and linguistic differences and the rift between rich and poor." which this essay also draws greatly from, Sand's "control of the publishing house was so complete that he was able to turn it into the de facto Scout Shop and 'official' publisher of local Scouting material." xxxvi Throughout its run, SIM was priced at an affordable "ten cents but it costs more than that to produce." xxxvii In comparison, the Malaya Tribune ("the most popular newspaper in Malaya" with a daily circulation of 13,000) was priced at five cents while its rival, the Straits Times, charged ten cents a copy until an aggressive price-cut in 1938 slashed its price to five cents (to match the Tribune). This also dramatically raised its circulation from 8,000 -15,000. Colloquially known as the "Tuan's Paper" (trans.: Master's Paper) presumably because it was "free and independent but establishment-oriented", xxxviii
The Straits Times nevertheless "claimed more Asian than European readers" by the eve of World War II. xxxix I use both newspaper sources in this essay. 
"Making Manly (Mimic) Men"? Colonial Proscriptions of Scouting in Malaya
In this section, I present two interconnected, but separate arguments concerning cultural transmissions and the masculine ideal of the "Frontiersman", as engendered by colonial Malayan Scouting between 1910 -1942. First, I argue that while white Scoutmasters were fascinated by the prospects of "actual" camping in the "wild" conditions of Malayan jungles, they limited aspects of actual camping because they believed that the "peculiar conditions of locality and climate" necessitated these restrictions. I will discuss these contradictions and idealisations of "frontier life" in connection with print media (newspaper sources/advertisements) beyond official Scouting statements on camping. Second, I show that Malaya, Nestlé connected its products with the Scout/Frontiersman through a long-standing storyboard-narrative featuring the "Health-Food" company's products as ideal "solutions" for replenishing a Scout's depleted energy-level (presumably because Scout activities were "strenuous"). This message is perhaps best exemplified in Nestlé's 1934 publicity for "Chocolate Flavour Malted Milk", in which the company proposed its product as "an easy and 
Wanderer above the Sea of Fog (Der Wanderer über dem Nebelmeer). Historian John Lewis
Gaddis has commented in the case of Friedrich's 1818 painting that " [t] he impression it leaves is contradictory; suggesting at once mastery over a landscape and the insignificance of an individual within it." xliv Here, I suggest that Kodak's "Scout"-version reflects an accentuation on "mastery" -the "individual" is identified as a Scout -his personality is encapsulated in the figure of a uniformed/"equipped" Scout/Frontiersman, an image which Malayan Scouts of any ethnicity could self-identify with, because of the lack of any other apparent (e.g. racial, facial) characteristics. Importantly, the Scout's "mastery over a landscape" is more complete as he can "convert" (with the use of the "Kodapod") readily-available objects such as the handle of [his] Scout hatchet into a tripod", thereby ensuring more control (e.g. of the "dull (natural)-light" conditions in the "woods"); additionally, the prominent position of the hatchet (stuck in a tree) likewise suggests control or "mastery" of a more aggressive nature. Apart from advertisements, Kodak's other investments in SIM were also noteworthy. For instance, in order to encourage photography (and its own products), the company sponsored a "Pocket whereas the latter reflected an un-welcomed reality, which could not be considered as "real"
camping to Lim -as evidenced by his use of inverted commas in "and I 'camped' frequently".
Apart from this detail of camp-life, Lim also provides us with the sentiments of his fellow
Scouts concerning the limits of camping and the chance of "roughing it out" in the 1930s. emphasise the desirability of discouraging the unnecessary intrusion of English words." lxiv Although the attitude of white Scoutmasters in Malaya on "Anglicisation" appears to be inconsistent/contradictory at first glance, I argue that this was because Scoutmasters and leaders followed broader overarching British policies on education which strictly warned against "Anglicisation". Philip Loh (1975) and Keith Watson (1993) 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 lxvi Clifford's cautionary tale was also a critique of Malay masculinity as Saleh/Sally, incapable of coping with the idea that he was "made all wrong from the beginning", loses manly "self-control" of his "nerves" and eventually runs amok.
In considering all of the above, I suggest then that Malayan Scouts occupied the ambivalent position of "mimic men/boys" in that they were "almost", but never quite "white"; never quite (speaking "proper") "English"; never quite like the poster-boy "frontiersmen" in camps that "true" Scouts supposedly were. Even when they were in Scout uniform, which on the surface served as a common denominator for all Scouts regardless of ethnicity or class/social background, Malayan Scouts were likewise uncomfortable. For instance, in the early 1900s, Tuan Syed Shaidali, a Malay student at the Victoria Institution, recalled that one of his Indian classmates arrived late to school because he got carried-away ensuring that his Cadet Corps uniform (which in the early days, also served as Scout uniform) was in order.
When his teacher sternly asked this student to explain his tardiness, "[a]ll Seenivasagam could do was to blurt out, 'Sir, my legs are so thin that the boys call me 'Bamboo-Sticks' whenever I wear puttees!" lxvii As late as the 1950s, the lack of any modification on the Scout uniform also caused Scout Ooi Boon Teck of the Victoria Institution (active, 1951 -1957 , Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, FMS) to be "bodily uncomfortable". In Ooi's words, Scouts had "to suffer for appearance's sake" as " [t] he Scout hat made of felt, the woollen stockings and the scarf around the neck made us sweat. During our time, everything British was adopted lock, stock and barrel without consideration to the need for tropicalisation." Even though he was "dress [ed] in the livery of a footman of the British", Ooi admitted: "We never seemed to be able to get things right. The stockings kept sliding down to our ankles, however much we tightened our garters"; additionally, his "floppy" Scout hat was almost, but not of the same quality as the "stiff, straight brims of the Royal Mounted Police". 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 suggest that his concept is applicable to the experiences of colonised boys such as indigenous Malayan Scouts -on top of the "imperial play ethic" of British/white Scoutmasters in Malaya as well. Deane's comment that the "imperial play ethic" was "self-consciously performative"
as "play required great attention to one's appearance to other players -friend and foe alike - 1910 -1942, I concentrate upon "playing Indian" for two main reasons: first, and most importantly, it was the most frequently played "game" and arguably, a basis for other imaginative role-playing in Malaya; practically every Malayan campsite also nurtured Indian cultural expectations by possessing "totem poles", "Indian signs" or "Council Fires". Second, the concept of "playing Indian" was flexible in Malaya and also refers to role-playing which extended to other "native" play-acting such as "playing Sakai" (an indigenous group of people, distinct from "Malays" in the Malay Peninsula). Sandra Khor Manickam has noted in her work that British colonials (and Malays) divided the indigenous peoples of Malaya into categories such as "Sakai" (splinted into "wild" and "tame"), "Semang" (or "Negritos" -a diminutive form of the category "Negro") and "Malay"; for our purposes, I wish to base part of our discussion on Manickam's insight that some Malays considered these other indigenous peoples negatively. (1926) . lxxiii Chong's "Legends", which was vividly decorated with a number of "Scouty signs" was also "written on parchment, and it will be noticed that it has been purposely written in the rhythm of 'Hiawatha'." This, I argue, illustrates that colonial Scouting's cultural appropriations were multi-directional -indigenous Scouts could imaginatively select and adapt the ideas that colonial Malayan Scouting introduced. Next, just as British Scouts appropriated "native cultures" "Dracula-like" to regenerate their depleted virility, non-white Scouts such as the "Purdy Redskins" could also appropriate a variety of cultures in a bid to exhibit a more masculine front by inventing rituals such as the "Killi-Killi dance", which featured "tribal" Scouts "clad in long leaves danc [ing] round the campfire in Zulu fashion" and "gyrat[ing] around the fire" till "the climax [that] comes with a long Indian yell." lxxiv It is indeed difficult to miss the physicality of such a bodily performance of a "primitive"/"tribal" interpretation of masculinity, conducted within a homo-social context such as outdoor campfire/camping. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 In comparing the way Malayan Scouts "played Indian" and "Sakai" (see Figure 6 for a visual representation of "playing Sakai"), I suggest that the striking similarities in their roleplaying rendered/associated indigenous peoples, such as "Indians", "Sakais", and even imagined "Darkies" into a monolithic category of "natives", which was in turn contrasted with the Scout figure that Malayan Scouts could identify with -by virtue of the fact that they were indeed Scouts. On the other hand, coupled with the understanding that indigenous 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w 28 peoples such as the "Sakai" were judged negatively, I argue that indigenous Scouts did not self-identify with this particular role. In this sense, when Malayan Scouts played "Indians" or "Sakai", I suggest that they were also playing at being colonials, or playing at occupying the privileged position of the Scout-coloniser by performing plays with such a narrative plot. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
Conclusion (Epilogue)
In February 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 contact" between Malayans and other cultures; furthermore, as evidenced in the "hunt for spikes", some Scouts were anxious to demonstrate their appreciation for Indian culturehowever misguided. Yet, concurrently, Scouting also perpetuated colonial and racialist ideas about these cultures. Second, we note in the above that the fascination that Malayans (Scouts and the wider public) held for "playing Indian" continued well after the time period that this essay has examined (Figure 7 ). In the case of America, Philip Deloria has suggested that "playing Indian" was "perhaps not so much about a desire to become Indian -or even to become American -as it was a longing for the utopian experience of being in between" lxxxi In this essay, Deloria's insight echoes some of the issues we have examined; Malayan Scouts may not desired to become Indian, Sakai, or even colonials; in a situation where Scouting imposed limits upon outdoor life, playing "Indian" offered a comfortable in-betweenness and also allowed indigenous Malayan Scouts to embody some of the idealised figures (such as that of the Frontiersman) that Scouting propagated, in the "safe" confines of their imagination.
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